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Acquiring Health Technology Development Funding: 

Building An Effective Business Case 
 

Editor's Note: Notwithstanding the worldwide Covid-19 pandemic, public and private investors 

are actively seeking and making investments in original marketable, problem-solving health 

technology solutions and medical devices. This article is designed to encourage and help small 

firms prepare their efforts in acquiring the available funding. 
 

Whether your small firm is seeking seed funding from the National Science Foundation Small 

Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program or pursuing early stage capital from private 

investors, i.e., Venture Capital Firm, Corporate Venture Capital or Health System Venture Fund, 

the request must include a compelling, realistic, sound business case. The business case, in fact, 

is the foundation that supports the development and commercialization of a novel health 

technology or medical device concept. More importantly, the business case provides potential 

investors a clear road map on how your small firm intends to sell its innovative solution 

successfully in a highly competitive market, generate consistent revenues, capture market share, 

and earn profits. 

 

NOTE: The National Science Foundation Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I 

funding proposal requires specific information/data about the applicant's business case that 

supports the development of a proposed medical device or a health technology solution. 

 

Business Case Strategy Components 
 

The business case is a comprehensive strategy that clearly describes how the proposed health 

technology or medical device concept will be introduced and sold in a designated market. In 

particular, the approach includes information about potential buyers & users, competing 

technologies, growth market, and commercialization process. Prospective buyers & users, for 

instance, are the ones who are seeking a solution for a problem they want solved. Their 

demographic profiles, i.e., age, gender, education obtainment, occupational title, job description, 

etc., and specific solution desires must be included in the strategy. In addition, the plan must 

indicate how your company’s proposed concept satisfy their needs compared to existing 

solutions. 

Illustrating The Novel Concept's Competitive Advantages 

Regarding competition, the business case must explain and illustrate how your small firm’s 

concept is substantially different, and better, from existing technologies. Investors want to know 

the key differentiators, such as features, benefits, performance, price, etc., that would (1) appeal 

to potential buyers & users and (2) have potential buyers & users abandoned the competitors’ 

solutions in favor of your small firm’s proposed concept.  

 

https://seedfund.nsf.gov/
https://rockhealth.com/reports/q3-2020-digital-health-funding-already-sets-a-new-annual-record/
https://seedfund.nsf.gov/
https://seedfund.nsf.gov/
https://sjfventures.com/
https://wanxianghealthcare.com/
https://www.echohealthventures.com/
https://seedfund.nsf.gov/apply/
https://seedfund.nsf.gov/apply/
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For example, your small firm must specifically indicate how the purported technology can 

enhance healthcare providers’ workflow, increase hospitals’ organizational efficiency, or 

improve patient outcome compared to competing solutions. Your firm’s technology, in short, 

must show how it is considerably dissimilar from technologies being purchased and utilized by 

the targeted buyers & users. 

Selecting A Growth Market 

Where your firm introduces and sells its proposed technology solution matters. Investors, in fact, 

prefer investing in companies that pursue a growing market that will help generate consist 

revenues, gain market share and produce eventual profits. These markets demonstrate an 

increasing demand from buyers for a particular product or service. Furthermore, a growth market 

reveals that demand continues to expand as the technology or service is meeting a need or fulfills 

a large consumer groups’ willingness and readiness to purchase the solution. The growth market, 

finally, enables small firms to sell a technology that generate sales, produce steady revenues, 

earn profits, and grow. 

Preparing A Cost-Effective Commercialization Strategy 

In addition, identifying a growth market, your small firm must focus on implementing a 

pragmatic, cost-effective commercialization strategy. The plan, in particular, needs to 

incorporate proactive activities that lead to gaining regulatory approval, establishing business 

partnerships, manufacturing, marketing, selling, and distributing the technology solution. 

Moreover, your small firm’s commercialization strategy must indicate a commitment towards 

maximizing personnel, time, business relationships and resources in getting the proposed 

solution quickly into the hands of potential buyers & users. 

Yes, investors are interested in learning about how your small firm’s original health technology 

concept or medical device is drastically different from existing, competing solutions. Investors, 

however, are more interested in a credible, cost-effective business case that shows them how 

your company intends to sell the innovative solution successfully into a competitive market, 

generate consistent revenues, capture market share, and produce profits. Without an effective 

business case that demonstrates a clear path to monetize an innovative technology solution, 

investors are less likely to invest in your small firm. 
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About Eighteen Ventures 

 

 Eighteen Ventures (EV) is a small business development advisory firm providing consulting and 

fundraising services to health technology entrepreneurs, startups, and small emerging firms 

nationwide. Specifically, we offer our clients pertinent services, such as Business Model 

Development, Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program Phase I Proposal 

Development, and Private Capital Fundraising, that help them build a successful business with a 

novel health technology, health service or medical device. 

 

Business Model Development 
 

A service designed to help startups and small firms establish a practical business case for their 

proposed health technology concept or medical device. Specifically, we work with clients to 

research and prepare a business model that demonstrates how their company plans to derive 

value, such as attract potential buyers, generate revenues, gain market share, and earn profits 

from a proposed original health technology solution or innovative medical device. 

Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I Proposal Development 

A service designed to help startups and small firms organize, analyze, and prepare essential 

information & data needed to produce winning National Science Foundation (NSF) Small 

Business Innovation Research (SBIR) proposal. We work with our clients to incorporate 

business strategy documents, i.e., business plan or business model, market research, and 

scientific information/data, into a Phase I proposal document for the development of an 

innovative medical device or a health technology solution. The service also includes preparing 

the required 3-Page Project Pitch. Eighteen Ventures has successfully helped our clients get their 

Pitches approved. 

Private Capital Fundraising Service  

This service is designed to help startups and small firms identify and connect with potential 

private investors from Health System Venture, Venture Capital Firms, Healthcare Corporate 

Venture Capital Funds or Pharmaceutical Venture Funds.  We successfully connected clients to 

potential investors. For example, we helped Quality Reviews, a healthcare IT firm, based in New 

York City connect with targeted Health System Venture Funds. We also helped MedGraph, a 

Rochester, NY-based Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I & Phase II winner, 

connect with a New York City venture capital firm. 

 Mr. Darrell Williams, Eighteen Ventures’ founder President and CEO, is an experienced small 

business development consultant. He can be reached at (786) 489- 5676 or 

Darrell@Eighteenventures.com to talk about our consulting services. 

 

https://www.eighteenventures.com/
https://www.eighteenventures.com/consulting-services.html
https://www.eighteenventures.com/consulting-services.html
https://www.eighteenventures.com/client-profiles.html
https://www.eighteenventures.com/consulting-services.html
https://q-reviews.com/
http://mailto:Darrell@Eighteenventures.com

